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Chevron Hat 
 
 
You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or reproduce this 
pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright and may not be used. When selling 
your work, include a link back to this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystal 
Bucholz.” If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me for support at 
cbucholz@rocketmail.com. THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE! 
 
Materials Needed: 
3 colors WW yarn 
F/5-3.75MM hook, or hook needed to obtain gauge 
G/6-4.25MM hook, or hook needed to obtain gauge 
Yarn Needle 
Optional: any embellishments (buttons, bows, pom poms) 
 
Gauge: 
F hook: 9 dc = 2” 
G hook: 8 dc = 2” 
 
Abbreviations: 
Ch ~ Chain 
St ~ Stitch 
Sc ~ Single Crochet 
Hdc ~ Half double crochet 
Dc ~ Double crochet 
Sc3tog ~ Single crochet 3 together 
Hdc3tog ~ Half double crochet 3 together 
Dc3tog ~ Double crochet 3 together 
YO ~ Yarn over 
 

 
 
 

** Notes ** 
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• Odd rows are wrong side, even are right side 
• You will be crocheting back and forth, then at the end sewing the sides together 

and tying off the top. 
• If a number is before the stitch (ie: 3 dc) then you will be working that amount of 

stitches in the same stitch. If a number is after the stitch (is: dc 3) then you will be 
working that stitch over the next number of stitches. 

 
Stitch Instructions: 
Dc3tog: [YO, insert hook into next st, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through 2 loops] 
repeat 3 times (4 loops on hook,) YO, pull through all loops 
Sc3tog: [Insert hook into next st, YO and pull up a loop] repeat 3 times (4 loops on 
hook,) YO, pull through all loops 
Hdc3tog:  [YO, insert hook into next st, YO and pull up a loop] repeat 3 times (7 loops 
on hook,) YO, pull through all loops 
 
 
0-3months: Ch 52 loosely with F hook 
3-6months: Ch 52 loosely with G hook 
6-12months: Ch 62 loosely with F hook 
1-3 years: Ch 72 loosely with F hook 
3-10 years: Ch 82 loosely with F hook 
Teen/adult: Ch 82 loosely with G hook 
 
With main color, chain accordingly. 
Row 1: (WS) In 3rd ch from hook dc 1, dc 3, dc3tog, dc 3, 3 dc, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc3tog* 
repeat around to last 3 stitches, dc 3 
Row 2: Ch 2, turn, dc in same, dc 1, dc3tog, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc 3, dc3tog* repeat around to 
last 3 stitches, dc 3 
Row 3: Ch 2, turn, dc in same, dc, dc3tog, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc 3, dc3tog* repeat to last st, dc 
1, dc in ch 2  
Row 4: In color B, ch 1, turn, 2 sc in same, sc3tog, *sc 3, 3 sc, sc 3, sc3tog,* repeat to 
last st, sc in last and in ch 2 
Row 5: In color C, ch 2, turn, 2 hdc in same,  hdc3tog, *hdc 3, 3hdc, hdc 3, hdc3tog,* 
repeat to last st, hdc in last and in ch 1 changing back to main color 
Row 6: Ch 2, turn, 2 dc in same, dc3tog, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc 3, dc3tog,* repeat around to last 
st, dc in last st and in ch 2 
Row 7:  Ch 2, turn, dc in same st, dc3tog, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc 3, dc3tog,* repeat around to last 
st, dc in last st and in ch 2 
Row 8: Ch 2, turn, dc in same st, dc3tog, *dc 3, 3 dc, dc 3, dc3tog,* repeat around, 2 dc 
in ch 2 
 
Repeat row 8 until piece measures according to the chart below: 
0-3months: 8” long   (should measure approximately 13” across) 
3-6 months: 8.5” long  (should measure approximately 14” across) 
6-12 months: 9” long   (should measure approximately 16” across) 
1-3 years: 9.5” long  (should measure approximately 18” across) 
3-10 years: 10” long  (should measure approximately 21” across) 
Teen/adult: 10.5” long (should measure approximately 22” across) 
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Sew sides together using taking care to have right side out. See pictures below. 
 
Tie: F hook  
NOTE: If you want to have tails, multiply chain by 10 for desired length. If you do not 
want tails, the tie may be too long for smaller sizes. Just overlap it when sewing it on the 
hat.  
Option 1 (one color): 
In color B or C, Ch 32 
Row 1: Hdc in 3nd ch from hook and next 3, hdc3tog, *hdc 3, 3 hdc, hdc 3, hdc3tog* 
repeat across (30)  
Finish off. Leave a long tail for sewing. 
Option 2 (two colors): 
In color B, Ch 31 
Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook and next 3, sc3tog, *sc 3, 3 sc, sc 3, sc3tog* repeat across 
(30) 
Row 2: In color C, ch 2, turn, hdc in same and next, hdc3tog, hdc 3, *3hdc, hdc 3, 
hdc3tog, hdc 3* 
Finish off. Leave a long tail for sewing. 
 
Before adding tie to hat, you will want tie off the top using extra yarn. Using yarn needle, 
weave in and out of every 2-3 stitches 2.5” from the top. Pull tightly and knot. Put tie 
over where you just closed the hat and sew on securely. Add any embellishments. 

 

   


